There's a crispness in the air that
greets the morning sun,
a feeling of anticipation, a new day
has begun.
Harvest days are ending, winter is
drawing near,
yet in between is surely the most
special time of year.
They call it Indian Summer, and it
seems to fit the bill,
for it's as if the Lord took a feathered
brush and painted all the hills.
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about starting
a quilt for the

eads up – it’s time to start thinking
November Open House & Quilt Show at Aunt Judy’s #FamilyFriendPoems
Attic. The Open
House will be held the week before Thanksgiving, November 17th
through 19th. The quilt theme this year will be “Best Use of Scraps” (and
don’t we all have just a few of those). Quilts can be any pattern, but are
limited to lap size or smaller — 60” X 72” is standard lap size.
Beside big sales, refreshments every day and just a whole lot of fun, we
will be awarding prizes for the top 3 quilts selected strictly by viewers’
choice. Even if you’ve never made a quilt for a show before, this is a fun
event you won’t want to miss.
Also starting in November, we will have a new Paper
Pieced Block of the Month called “Symphony in Blue.”
Claudia Toenies designed this beautiful quilt and will
teach the class on the 2nd Friday of each month for 12
months beginning on November 11th. As you can see, the
class will involve more than one simple block each
month, but the results will be well worth your time and
effort.

Do you ever need a little something extra for
that project you just made? Our new Tag Its
line may just be just what you are looking
for. There is a great variety of tags to fit just
about every occasion. Come take a look the
next time you’re in the store.

September 13th

TERRIFIC TUESDAY

9:00

Hey All You Quilters Out There We are going to have a super fun event and get everyone geared up for a great cause! On September

1:00 pm we will introduce Trader's Dice

20th at

to Aunt Judy's Attic. This is a fun, trading game that can be

played with any collection, including fabric.
Our 1st event of Trader's Dice will be played with

Fat Quarters, specifically masculine or male themed

fabrics. While we have several quilts waiting to go to the Cancer Center here in Silver City, most have a feminine
theme, with very few for men who are also going through chemotherapy. So, we would like to remedy that and
get everyone started by inviting you to come to the Trader's Dice event and start a male Cancer Center quilt.

Everyone who wishes to play should bring 16 Fat Quarters, 8 dark and 8 light with a masculine or neutral theme.
Everyone will receive a free Fat Quarter pattern and after play you should have enough Fat Quarters to make the
quilt top. So why should you come if you already have enough fat quarters? Three reasons:  Fun,  we will
provide 4 fat quarters for each person attending,  and did I already say FUN. I have also scheduled a Sew Day
on October 20th to complete your quilts - and we all know how much fun our sew days are!!
These are the facts:

September 20th 1:00 pm
bring 16 Masculine Fat Quarters, 8 light 8 dark and be prepared to have a great afternoon.

If you have any questions, please call us at 388-1620.

“Caliente Peppers” above,
“Sunday Flowers” and the
pinks and blues in our
“Mariposa Meadows”
(butterfly in Spanish) collage are
beautiful creations just
waiting to happen.

We hear a lot these days about repurposing things, aprons from old
jeans and men's shirts, signs and
furniture from shipping pallets. Well
Judy recently learned a fantastic repurposing tip:
Use dental floss threaders, sold in the
dental floss section of your local drug
store, as needle threaders. They are
much stronger and will last so much
longer than the little wire needle
threaders. Plus they come in a pack of
50 so you can share them with all your
friends.
They say housework never killed
anyone, but why take the chance?
Quilt with friends instead!

Help!
My thread is shredding
or breaking
Common Causes:







Upper tension is too tight
Incorrect needle size for thread
Old or poor-quality thread
Burr on hook
Burr on needle
Burr on needle bar thread guide
(Ouch! You gotta watch out for those burrs!)

 Lint in thread guides or tension
disks
 Needle is in backwards

Show & Tell at August’s Terrific Tuesday

Lawana Beem makes a colorful statement
with her Primo Star quilt.
Sherrelle Wilkerson had fun in Jude Casco’s Bargello class.
Sue Brack produced this impressive
study in >50 shades of gray and yellow.

Jillyn Dille shows off her Southwestern
print knit maxi skirt. She claims it
takes long to cut than sew

Doesn’t expecting the
unexpected mean that the
unexpected is actually
expected?

Daun Putnam’s wall hanging
points the way to some
intriguing quilting.

Patricia DeNarranjo, Sherrelle Wilkerson and Elaine Snyder
demonstrate how just a little change in fabric gives you a whole new Fold & Stitch Wreath.

